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Just a friendly reminder that as TRP has been quarantined, we have developed backup sites:
https://www.trp.red and our full post archive (and future forums) https://www.forums.red/i/TheRedPill.
Don't forget to register on TRP.RED and reserve your reddit name today. Forums.Red is currently locked but
will be opened soon.
I am a bot, and this action was performed automatically. Please contact the moderators of this subreddit if you
have any questions or concerns.
KeffirLime • 9 points • 24 October, 2018 09:32 AM

these bitches know deep down that they aren't the shit,
Deep down they don't really. Their solipsistic nature doesn't allow, they'll feel as boosted as their environment
let's them feel.
Problem is many men in today's society don't have any balls at all.
It's important to note that this is a cultural issue and not a biological issue
weaker both psychologically and physically
Physically, certainly.
Psychologically, women have a different kind of strength.
Their ability to re frame reality to fit a more palatable narrative is an inherent strength, it protects the psyche.
A weak man is psychologically frail, he know's he's weak, he's the shitstain of society. Takes heavy strain.
A weak woman is not necessarily invisible to society, not as desired but doesn't take nearly as much strain. She
reframes her reality to make it more palatable.

st3roids • 7 points • 24 October, 2018 09:58 AM

Well for starters stupid posts like these is the reason redpill got quarantined.
mods should delete hate posts regardless content
Secondly your fucking clueless women are inherent mentally stronger because they have to deal 24/7 with a
human baby a man cant tolerate for 10 mins
latinasonly[S] • 1 point • 24 October, 2018 04:58 PM

hate posts regardless content
I don't intend this as a hate post, despite the aggressive wording. quite the contrary, my point is women act
arrogantly because of weak men who defer to them, men that a woman cannot respect. women cannot respect
a man who is weaker than themselves in confrontation. Maybe I edit my post and improve it later on.
women are inherent mentally stronger because they have to deal 24/7 with a human baby a man cant
tolerate for 10 mins
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that is a valid point, but when it comes to confrontation with people and the environment men have the
advantage.

Walker501_S • -1 points • 24 October, 2018 01:21 PM

Nope. Sorry but dealing with a kid is nothing. Going to war is mentally demanding not caring for a damn off
spring...
B3ER • 2 points • 24 October, 2018 08:55 AM

Not surprising that men are in practive psychologically weaker. There are numerous efforts and examples of the
ways women try to break the minds of men. From divorce rape to harsh rejections to media representation and
twitter hastags like #menareshit or whatever. We're being bombarded into subservience and only through
awakening can we actively steel ourselves against it. Know your worth, never stop improving it.
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